**WI STEMI Quarterly Meeting Agenda**

*Friday, February 5th, 2016 9AM-2PM*

*Aurora BayCare Medical Center*

---

**Agenda (may be modified):**

**9:00-9:15: Welcome & Introductions - Lynn**
- Lynn announced the name for the STEMI Group based on survey monkey votes: Wisconsin STEMI Coalition

**9:15-10:15: Physician Presentation: Dr. Mathias, Aurora BayCare Medical Center**
- The past, present and future of Cardiology: A view from the Trenches
- **Where are we now:**
  - Irrespective of ACA implementation, the market is driving lower health care costs with increased quality
  - Cath Lab volume is decreasing, and medical management of coronary diseases is increasing
  - A paradigm shift from invasive to medical treatment of stable coronary artery disease
  - Increasing emphasis on preventive strategies for coronary artery disease – we wait for a disaster to implement something
  - Appropriate implementation of AICD’s and pacemakers
  - Cardiac centers are being judged by patients
  - Payment strategies are slowly changing
  - More transparency with patients
  - Pay for performance – if you do a good job you get a bonus. Increase bonuses for cost and quality targets
  - Increase transparency with increasing public access to hospital and provider data
  - With regard to manpower, there appears to be an increasing physician shortage in both the primary care and specialty arenas. There will be an increasing need for cath and techs as well as nurses
  - One of the issues we have to decide: coronary interventions-value of PCI sites without onsite surgery in metropolitan areas
  - TAVI – increasing becoming an option for patients
  - A good physician/nurse is incredibly cost effective
Digital revolution and cardiology:
  o Technology is increasing
  o 6 + billion people with smart phones worldwide
  o Unlimited access to information via internet
  o More and more providers are getting medical education online

Interventional cardiology:
  o Best published specialty with randomized controlled trials
  o CAD: better diagnostic testing

Change:
  o Redesign infrastructure
  o Implement change
  o Improve skills

Tort reform:
  o Defense of medicine contributes to rising healthcare cost
  o Big issues (mostly physicians): Communication. Must get better communicating and engaging with patients and families in shared realistic goals
  o We need to identify and get rid of bad doctors

End of life issues:
  o Far too much money is spent on the last 30 days of life
  o Priorities – must be addressed

Conclusions:
  o The future is exciting with great opportunities in cardiology
    ▪ Enormous challenges
    ▪ We need to overcome our redundant and inflexible health care system
    ▪ Challenge creates opportunity. We can’t change the world, but we can do our little part

10:15-10:30: Wear Red Day, Kaela Gedda, Corporate Events Director, American Heart Association
Kaela Gedda - Shared about Go Red for Women and the positive impacts

10:30-10:45: Overview of Mission Lifeline: EMS Recognition - Lynn Serdynski

  Application period: Jan 1, 2016-March 31, 2016

  Measures:
    o Awards recognition levels
      ▪ Bronze
      ▪ Silver
      ▪ Gold

  Process:
    o Application period January 1st – March 31st, 2016
• Resources:
  • Amy (Amy Shepard), would share a template with Lynn to share with everyone
  • Laura, also has a template needs an electronic copy/back to the foundation she would like to know what programs/materials she could use
  • In regards to getting the 12 leads sometimes you need to contact the hospital

10:45-11:30: Review state-wide benchmarks from ML Data, Lynn Mallas-Serdynski
  • Identify areas of potential process improvement
  • Review STEMI resources

11:30-12:30: Working Lunch & Networking

12:30-1:00: Review Team Charter

WI STEMI Coalition

TO DO:
  o Ask participants if they would like to be part of the networking list
    o Send out a surveymonkey asking members if they would like to be part of the networking list
  o Send out minutes to all members
  o Lynn added Providers next to Physicians under team members

Goals:
  o Laura (Laura Kingsbury) – act as a lobbies in the community for CPR, STEMI issues/State wide STEMI legislation initiatives – added to the list
  o Chris (Chris Krupkowski) - Develop standardized protocol for preventive care, early heart attack, low risk population care pathways – added to the list
  o Increase caregiver education of STEMI recognition and distinguished between STEMI and STEMI mimics– added to the list
  o Developed standardized data collection/communication tool for referral centers to send to receiving centers
  o Develop policies to increase hospital caregiver awareness of in-hospital STEMIs

Measures:
  o Reduction in time of symptom onset to time of seeking help – added to the list
  o Increasing percentage of bystander CPR – added to the list

Consideration:
  o Healthcare provider for recognition of STEMI

Additional Resources
  o AHA can do a better job sharing messages/information with everyone about social media

Subcommittees:
  o Technology – added

Key Milestones:

Key Stakeholders:
Involved the WI Health Care Coalitions (regional) – added to the list
PAAW – added to the list

TO DO: Lynn will send the updated charter to the group for everyone to review it. The list will be approved at the next meeting.

Each group should be able to develop one goal “SMART goal”

- **Short term goal**

  **1:00-1:30: Subcommittee Group Time**

  * Divide into small groups & decide upon one goal for our next meeting*

**Staff education:**

Goal: Basic education/Early

- First medical contact
- FMC is time zero/Edu to EMS “It starts with you”
- Reach out to two local EMS
  - Posters flyers
- Improve communication with all EMS to relay their importance in early care
- Evaluated impact by next meeting

**Members:**

Rory Groessi, Betsy Rawlins, Shawn Loegering, Jon McGarvey, Victoria Stratton, Sam Ireland, Tyler Christifulli and Keri Nelson

**State planning conference committee:**

- State conference: June 10th, 2016
- Working with EMS/Practice education
- Send save the date in the next two dates

**Members:**

Laura Kingsbury, Tiffany Voss and Christopher Krupkowski

**Quality improvement and data committee:**

- Remove barriers to WARDs info in all circumstances
- Not always able to provide first contact
- Identify two obstacles:
  - Gaining high security access to WARDs
  - Are EMS uploading data
- Able to provide a solution by next meeting

**Members:**

Stacey Saari, Amy Kahl, Karen Hille, Jan Willman and William Soderbeck

**Membership committee:**

- Identify first key members in WI
- Members not represented in this meetings
- Increase attendance at the STEMI coalition meetings
Increase social media/magazines – create awareness
Find new members by next meeting (April)

Members:
Mindy Allen, Laura Gill, Cindy Hoyt-Harvey, Dawn Brester and Diane Ball

Community education committee:
Education campaign on why is not okay to drive yourself to the hospital
More cost better outcomes
Better and faster treatment
Testimonial
CPR – address issues
Increase EMS arrival by 2%
Plan campaign by next meeting

Members: Andrea Hughes, Rosemarie Forster, Dan Downey, Amy Shepard, Jessica Franko and Amanda McAfee

Protocols/policies:
Develop best practice
Direct and in-house protocol
Need to collect data
Report back to the next meeting/After they obtain data

Members: Tina Mallas, David Kasun, Mark Meske, Tanya Krueger, Nicole Huber, AL Davies and Joy Levin

1:30-2:00: Guest Presentation: Eric Bowman, Aurora BayCare Medical Center
- AttackTracker STEMI
  - Website tracker demonstration
    - After the users are registered users are able to enter data into the tracker
    - Cases: shows transfers that are happening changes/updates
    - Shows cases in the last 30 days
    - All of the cases are available by months
      - Most of the information comes from EMS
    - Once the information is there is available at all times
      - Post pictures
    - Case time and transition details: goals are customizable
    - EMS gets notifications every time the hospital updates the cases
    - You can only see the cases that you have a relationship with
  - Reporting available
    - Only three type of reports available
      - Data could be customize by dates
      - Data could be export to an excel document
• Could print data
• No feature for notes
  ▪ This tool is helpful to make data better and make improvements over time
  ▪ The program is own by the hospital
  ▪ Software developers are local – Green Bay
  ▪ Purpose of the tracker:
    • Fix problems
    • Improve data

2:00-2:05: Wrap-Up & Closing Comments

To do: Lynn, share PowerPoint with the group

• Next meeting: date/location?
• Lynn and Margarita will work details for the next WI STEMI meeting
  o Lynn shared important dates and resources
• State STEMI conference: June 10th, 2016 in Wisconsin Dells

2:05: Optional: Tour Cath Lab if hospital schedule allows, Dawn Brester, Aurora BayCare Medical Center

Follow up:

  o Ask participants if they would like to be part of the networking list
    o Send out a surveymonkey asking members if they would like to be part of the networking list
  o Send out minutes to all members
  o Lynn will send the updated “Team Charter” to the group for everyone to review it. The charter will be approved at the next meeting.